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EXPAND THE JOY OF GREAT CLOTHES
Becoming the world’s
Best Loved Brand
UNIQLO produces such an amazing number of unique products
because our business model unifies the entire clothes-making process
from planning through design, production and retail. UNIQLO LifeWear
is high-quality, innovative clothing that is universal in design and
comfort and made for everyone, everywhere. UNIQLO leverages
today’s increasingly digital world to communicate directly with
customers and instantly transform consumer desires into actual
products. UNIQLO is always ready to embrace vibrant change as part
of its drive to become the brand that everyone, everywhere loves best.

Maternity

UNIQLO’S
KEY STRATEGIC
MATERIALS AND
PRODUCTS

Dry Stretch Pants
Steteco & Relaco
Ultra Stretch Jeans
BLOCKTECH
Leggings Pants
UV Cut Cardigan
Danpan Warm Pants
Body Shaper
Ultra Light Down

01 Procuring the World’s Best Materials

Bra Top

Only UNIQLO can offer world-class cashmere, Supima Cotton, merino wool and other materials at such
reasonable prices. We do this by procuring the very best raw materials at the source. Our Materials Development team negotiates directly with natural materials manufacturers worldwide to secure a stable, longterm
supply of high-quality materials. UNIQLO also achieves much higher cost savings than other manufacturers by
placing mass orders for individual materials.

AIRism
Skinny Jeans
Wireless Bra

02 Creating Fresh Demand with New Functional Materials

Supima Cotton
Premium Linen

Our unique heat-generating HEATTECH material is now close to perfection thanks to a long, partnership with
leading synthetic materials manufacturer Toray Industries. Our cool-feel AIRism summer innerwear, our Ultra
Light Down jackets made of lightweight, fluff-free, high-density material, and our BLOCKTECH fleece, coated
with an ultra-thin wind-proof film, are all products of the same inventiveness and ingenuity. What’s more,
developing new high-function materials and products has helped create entirely new sources of demand.

Extra Fine Merino
HEATTECH
Cashmere

03 Simple, Elegant, Quality Clothing
Unlike other apparel manufacturers, UNIQLO focuses on creating simple, everyday wear that can be worn by
people of all ages. We enjoy a broad customer base and strong demand. Our clothing is the epitome of
simplicity, elegance and quality. UNIQLO has established a network of product development centers in Tokyo,
New York, London, Paris, Shanghai and Los Angeles, which channel relevant fashion information from all
corners of the globe into the committed research and design of basic wear.
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UT (UNIQLO Printed T-shirt)
Fleece
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SATISFYING CUSTOMER NEEDS
The Best at Everything We Do

04 The Reassuring Feeling of High-quality Products
UNIQLO is proud of its high-quality products, which are based on the unrivaled traditional expertise of Japan’s
textile industry and UNIQLO’s own takumi teams of highly skilled textile artisans. Takumi experts visit partner
factories directly to help build technical expertise and strong mutual trust, and ensure committed and thorough
quality management. We also work together with partner factories to build internationally compliant working
environments. UNIQLO is committed to supplying consistently high-quality products at reasonable prices.

05 In-store & Online Sales Make for Easy Shopping
We consider everyone a UNIQLO customer. Our vast range of men’s, women’s and kids wear means shopping
at UNIQLO is a fun family event. Our well-organized displays make it easy to find what you want, and customers
really appreciate our attentive in-store service. Our simple online interface enables customers to select easily
from a full range of products (including some items available only online) designed to satisfy every need. We are
constantly expanding our products and services to make online shopping even more enjoyable and convenient.

06 A Business Model to Satisfy Customer Needs
UNIQLO has a Customer Creation Team to ensure customer comments are incorporated directly into products.
The team performs big data analysis of customer feedback, website behavior and purchasing history to gain a
swift and accurate picture of customer needs, which are immediately incorporated into product development.
The system also facilitates additional production of popular items and colors. In essence, we are building a swift,
sensitive business model that provides customers with exactly what they want, when and how they want it.
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Be a Future Leader to Help Grow Our Business
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Management
(Corporate Office/Country CEO)
Super Star
Store Manager
Star
Store Manager

Country Sales Manager
District Manager
Area Manager

Headquarters
(Merchandiser, Production,
R&D, Marketing,
HR, Training, Auditor etc.)

Store Manager
Assistant Store Manager
UNIQLO Manager Candidate (UMC)

UNIQLO Manager Candidate
UNIQLO Manager Candidate or UMC is the name we give to future leaders who help grow
and expand our business globally. You will join a group of passionate peers with one dream,
and that is to become the world's best. Our intensive UMC training program is designed to
build knowledge and skills for you to run a business that generates millions in sales annually.
The experience will allow you to challenge a variety of job roles such as innovator, talent
developer, problem solver, and above all, business leader.
Upon completing your training period, you will move to bigger roles in the area of store
management, production management, or even at headquarter level, perhaps in your
country or beyond. Examples of headquarter roles are E-Business, Store Development,
Merchandising, Marketing, Public Relations, Supply Chain Management, Production,
Research & Development and more. The UMC experience will offer you unlimited opportunities to learn and grow together with our business.
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If you enjoy a very dynamic and fast-paced global business environment, then UNIQLO is for
you. By motivating and leading people to create great clothing, you will gain interpersonal
skills, business acumen, and a global business perspective.
Be part of our dream to build the world's number one apparel retailing company. You will
thrive in an international working environment and immerse yourself in a new and exciting
cultural experience.
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Build a new global
company
with us

for a recruitment seminar, I did not know
anything about UNIQLO. I was studying
Business Management and Retail at the time.
After researching more about the brand and
how it was challenging and reinventing the
apparel retail market, I decided to join.

What inspires you at UNIQLO?
Many things inspire me about UNIQLO: the
company’s approach of ‘Customer First,’ it’s
attention to detail and high quality standards,
and that it does not conform to a conventional
way of working - all these factors while still
being a brand with Japanese origins.

ANNE-SOPHIE
UNIQLO Store Manager / Paris

What has been your journey
since you joined UNIQLO?
I joined UNIQLO in September 2012 after
graduating from business school, as part of the
UMC (UNIQLO Management Candidate) training program. I learned all the basics including
the company’s values in the first three months,
and I began to manage a team in a small size
UNIQLO store in the Paris area. I then joined
the UNIQLO Opéra Global Flagship Store and
worked with a team of hundreds of people. In
September 2013 I was part of the team responsible for the opening of the fourth store in Paris,
where I was in charge of a sales floor.
In January 2014 I had the privilege to be selected for the first store in Germany, in Berlin.
We really started from scratch. We recruited
and trained staff, helping them to understand
and embrace our company values. To make the
staff proud of the store and determined to
make it a success was really rewarding for me.
I then came back to France in September 2014
to manage a store, which was a great opportunity to demonstrate ZENIN KEIEI and ensure
that staff understands that they are the ones
driving the success of the store. In March 2015
I worked on the opening of our first store in Belgium, in Antwerp, and for a few months now I
am back at UNIQLO Opéra. I am ready to embrace a new challenge!
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How would you describe
the work life at UNIQLO?
Joining UNIQLO is like riding a fast train! The
group has big expansion plans and needs
business leaders to achieve the company
vision. UNIQLO values performance, and everyone has the opportunity to become number
one. Since joining the company in September
2012, I have worked in five different locations,
in three countries. That is truly amazing! Very
few companies offer this type of opportunity in
such a short period of time. But working for a
retail business is not for those who prefer a
slow pace. Life is a new challenge every day. At
UNIQLO I am learning how to make decisions
quickly, and I am encouraged to continue to
challenge and improve myself.

What is your dream job?
My dream job is a job where I can continue to
learn and push myself, and where I am
constantly challenged. It is a job with no
boundaries. Something that can influence and
improve people’s lives. I like a job where
nothing is impossible, and I am truly convinced
that UNIQLO is the place where I can achieve
such a dream.

How does UNIQLO encourage
your personal and professional growth?

AMMAR

Global Store Development / Tokyo

What has been your journey
since you joined UNIQLO?
I joined UNIQLO as a UMC (UNIQLO Management Candidate) in September 2012, after
graduating from university in India. It was an
exciting and challenging experience to start life
in Japan from scratch. I worked as an assistant
store manager at several stores, where I
learned about how to manage a store. I want to
grow UNIQLO globally and launch it in India,
my home country, so I raised my hand to move
to the Global Store Development team at the
company’s global headquarters in Tokyo.

Why did you choose to
join UNIQLO?
Destiny! When UNIQLO came to my university

Fast Retailing, the parent group company, is
the third largest apparel retailer in the world,
and yet at UNIQLO we operate like a start-up,
where every member is empowered to suggest
ideas openly, and to make it happen, without
having to follow a procedure based on title or
seniority. We operate as a flat organization;
when I come up with a new idea for a project, I
can speak to any manager or superior directly
without hesitation. At UNIQLO I have been able
to challenge new tasks continuously and to
gain global experience, both of which have
helped me to grow professionally and personally.

What is your future dream?
I am a member of the Global Store Development team, and we are responsible for building
a sustainable and profitable business
worldwide. Through my role I wish to make
UNIQLO accessible to everyone, as I truly
believe we are changing the world through our
clothing. My aim is to make UNIQLO the
world’s number one apparel retailer and to be
part of the journey that will get us there.
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What has been your journey
since joining UNIQLO?
I joined UNIQLO in July 2013 as a UMC
(UNIQLO Management Candidate) in Singapore. I became an Assistant Store Manager in
March 2014, and a Store Manager in March
2015. I then transferred to open the UNIQLO
Waterway Point store in January 2016 and
became part of the Inventory Control team at
UNIQLO Singapore in September 2017.

What inspires you at UNIQLO?
What inspires me at UNIQLO is the drive to be
more than just a conventional business and our
aim to change the way people think and go
about their daily life. Also, I am inspired by how
all our actions are conducted with a consideration for the impact it has on society. Knowing
that I am working in a company that strives to
build a better tomorrow for our customers and
our world is what excites me every day.

How does UNIQLO encourage
your personal and
professional growth?

JINMO

UNIQLO Store Manager/Manila

In terms of personal growth, UNIQLO has taught
me to be more selfless when I serve others
around me, either customers who visit our stores
daily, or members of my staff who are continuing
to learn and develop their careers. Regarding my
own professional development, I have had many
great mentors over the years who have taught
me a lot about how to run a business, to understand customers’ needs and to adjust our business plans to meet demands both in the store
and in the office.

What is your future dream?
My dream in the near future is to be a member
of a team responsible for launching in a new
developing market such as India, Cambodia, or
any other.

What has been your journey
since you joined UNIQLO?
I joined UNIQLO in Tokyo in 2013 as a part-time
employee. Since then I feel that UNIQLO is the
right company for me, and I tried to enter as a
UMC (UNIQLO Management Candidate) when
still in my second year at university. I could join
as a UMC in 2016, when I moved to Kobe, in the
south of Japan, for my first assignment. I was
promoted to Store Manager after 6 months,
working in the UNIQLO Kobe Kitamachi store
for a year. After that I was transferred to the
Philippines, and now I am a store manager in
the UNIQLO Century City Mall store in Manila.

What inspires you at UNIQLO?

ANUJA

People’s happiness motivates me. When our
customers choose our products and they make
them smile, I feel happy. We can change our
world through our products, something that I

think about seriously. I am working in the Philippines, a market where we are not the number
one clothing company at this time. But we can
make it to become number one. I have always
felt that our customers are truly satisfied with
our products. I want to make our brand the
number one brand, and I believe this is not just
a dream. I can be a part of the winning team.
That motivates me in my work.

What are your ambitions
in UNIQLO?
My ambition is to become CEO of our company. I need to study more about business to
be a CEO, but our company offers many opportunities compared to other companies. And I
am sure UNIQLO will continue to provide the
chance for me to learn about our business. It's
really up to me. I can make my future in our
company. So I believe I really can be a CEO in
UNIQLO.

Inventory Control /Singapore
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Our Sustainability Initiatives
Unlocking the Power of Clothing to create a better world

1

Supply Chain - Reducing environment impact at partner factories

Water and energy consumption
comprise a large part of the
environmental impact during
the fabric manufacturing
processes. UNIQLO has set
goals with core fabric partner
factories, which make up
about 70% of UNIQLO business,
to reduce water
and energy consumption by
15% and 10%, respectively,
by 2020 compared with the
2016 levels.

2

Product - Developing eco - conscious jeans for today’s needs

The Jeans Innovation Center
opened in 2016 in Los Angeles
and one of its high-priority
projects is developing jeans
that can be manufactured
sustainably. An example is
jeans made with as little
water as possible, to create
more eco-conscious jeans
while continuously
improving comfort and design.
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3

Stores&Communities -Supporting people in need through clothing

Since 2007, together with
our global partner UNHCR
and other organizations,
we have delivered clothing
items to refugees and
others in need through the
All-Product Recycling
Initiative. We collect,
reuse and recycle UNIQLO
and GU branded clothing
that our customers no
longer need at our stores
in order to maximize the
value of our clothing.

4

Employees - Promoting equal opportunity and diverse workplaces

With a vision of having
employees learn and
grow together as
members of a team that
transcends physical and
intellectual differences,
UNIQLO has set a target
of employing one such
person per store. As of
August 2017, a total of
1,613 persons with
disabilities were employed
by FR in 16 countries and regions.
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JOIN US!
JOB
REQUIREMENTS

■
■
■
■
■
■

QUALIFICATIONS

■
■
■

Strong leadership potential and work ethic
Analytical and intuitive mindset to drive innovation
Focus on Customer First
Ability to adapt and multi-task in a fast-changing environment
Attention to detail
Team player

Bachelor’s degree
Flexibility to relocate
Local language skill

RECRUITMENT INFO
SELECTION
PROCESS

The selection process may differ based on location.

1
2
STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
Offer
STEP
STEP

HOW TO APPLY

Submission of application
Pre-screening
First interview
Second interview
Final interview
of employment

The application process will vary by location. Choose the country
or region that you aspire to work for and apply!

www.uniqlo.com/careers

